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A prevailing formulation of the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle is re-examined that measuring position with noise
 brings the momentum disturbance no less than h¯/2. With
rigorous formulations of noise and disturbance, a model of a
measuring interaction demonstrates that this formulation of
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle is by no means univer-
sally valid. An experimental realization of the model is also
suggested.
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Measurements disturb microscopic objects inevitably.
The problem still remains open as to how measurements
disturb their objects. It is frequently claimed that if one
measures position with noise , the momentum is dis-
turbed at least h=2 [1, p. 230]. This claim is often called
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. The Heisenberg
principle has been demonstrated typically by a thought
experiment using the γ-ray microscope [2], and eventu-
ally accepted as a basic principle of quantum mechanics
by many [3]. However, we have no known general proof
for the Heisenberg principle.
On the other hand, we have another relation claiming
that the product of the standard deviations of position
and momentum in any quantum state is at least h=2.
This relation, often called the Robertson uncertainty rela-
tion, has been generally proven from two basic principles
of quantum mechanics, the Born statistical formula and
the canonical commutation relation [4,5]. However, this
relation describes the limitation of preparing microscopic
objects but has no direct relevance to the limitation of
measurements [6,7].
In attempts of formulating the Heisenberg principle
in a rigorous language, there have been serious concep-
tual confusions concerning the noise of measurement, as
pointed out in Ref. [8] relative to a controversy [9] as to
whether the Heisenberg principle leads to a sensitivity
limit of gravitational wave detection [10{13].
The purpose of this letter is to re-examine the Heisen-
berg principle by giving the rigorous denitions for noise
and disturbance caused by general measuring interac-
tions. Two models of position measuring interactions
are examined in detail. The rst one has been known
for long [1] and used as a standard model of proposed
quantum nondemolition measurements [11,13]. By this
model we discuss the justication of our notions of noise
and disturbance, and show how the Heisenberg principle
dominates this model. Then, we modify the rst model
to obtain the second one which does not obey the Heisen-
berg principle. A possible experimental realization of the
second model is also suggested briefly.
The reason why the measurement disturbs the object
is considered to be the existence of an interaction, called
the measuring interaction, between the object and the
apparatus. In this letter, we consider indirect measure-
ment models in which the measuring interactions are sub-
ject to the equations of motions in quantum mechanics
[14,15].
Let A(x) be a measuring apparatus with macroscopic
output variable x to measure, possibly with some error,
an observable A of the object S, a quantum system repre-
sented by a Hilbert space H. The measuring interaction
turns on at time t, the time of measurement, and turns
o at time t+t between object S and apparatus A(x).
The probe P is dened to be the minimal part of appa-
ratus A(x) that interacts with object S. By minimality,
we naturally assume that probe P is a quantum system
represented by a Hilbert space K. Denote by U the uni-
tary operator on H⊗ K representing the time evolution
of S+P for the time interval (t; t+t). We assume that
the object and the apparatus do not interact before t nor
after t+ t.
At the time of measurement the object is supposed to
be in an unknown (normalized vector) state  and the
probe is supposed to be prepared in a known (normalized
vector) state . Thus, the composite system S + P is
in the state  ⊗  at time t. Just after the measuring
interaction, the object is separated from the apparatus,
and the probe is subjected to a local interaction with the
subsequent stages of the apparatus. The last process is
assumed to measure an observable M , called the probe
observable, of the probe with arbitrary precision, and the
output is represented by the value of the macroscopic
output variable x.
In the Heisenberg picture with the original state  ⊗ 
at time t, we write A(t) = A ⊗ I, M(t) = I ⊗ M ,
A(t+t) = U †(A⊗ I)U , and M(t+t) = U †(I⊗M)U .
For any interval  in the real line, we denote by \x 2 "
the probabilistic event that the output of the measure-
ment using apparatus A(x) is in . Since the output
of this measurement is obtained by the measurement of
the probe observable M at time t + t, the probability
distribution of the output variable x is given by
Prfx 2 g = hEM(t+∆t)()i; (1)
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where h  i stands for h ⊗ j    j ⊗ i throughout this
letter, and where EM(t+∆t)() stands for the spectral
projection of the operator M(t + t) corresponding to
the interval .
We say that apparatus A(x) satisfies the Born statis-
tical formula (BSF) for observable A on input state  , if
we have
Prfx 2 g = hEA(t)()i: (2)
We say that apparatus A(x) measures observable A pre-
cisely, if A(x) satises the BSF for observable A on every
input state [16]. Otherwise, we consider apparatus A(x)
to measure observable A with some noise.
In order to quantify the noise, we introduce the noise
operator N(A) of apparatus A(x) for measuring A de-
ned by
N(A) = M(t+ t)−A(t): (3)
The noise (A) of apparatus A(x) for measuring A on
input state  is, then, dened by
(A) = hN(A)2i1/2: (4)
The noise (A) represents the root-mean-square error in
the output of the measurement. One of the fundamental
properties of the noise is that precise apparatuses and
noiseless apparatuses are equivalent notions, as ensured
by the following theorem [17]: Apparatus A(x) measures
observable A precisely if and only if (A) = 0 on any
input state  .
In this letter, we assume that the apparatus carries
out instantaneous measurements. In this case, we say
that apparatus A(x) does not disturb the probability dis-
tribution of observable B on input state  , if
hEB(t)()i = hEB(t+∆t)()i (5)
for every interval , where B is an arbitrary observable of
S and we write B(t) = B⊗I andB(t+t) = U †(B⊗I)U .
We say that apparatus A(x) does not disturb observable
B, if apparatus A(x) does not disturb the probability dis-
tribution of observableB on any input state  [15]. It was
proven that apparatus A(x) does not disturb observable
B if and only if successive measurements of observables
A and B, using A(x) for A measurement, satises the
joint probability formula for simultaneous measurements
[15].
In order to quantify the disturbance, we introduce the
disturbance operator D(B) of apparatus A(x) for observ-
able B dened by
D(B) = B(t+ t)−B(t): (6)
The disturbance (B) of apparatus A(x) for observable
B on input state  is, then, dened by
(B) = hD(B)2i1/2: (7)
The disturbance (B) represents the root-mean-square
deviation of the observable B before and after the mea-
suring interaction. One of the fundamental properties
of the disturbance is that non-disturbing apparatuses
and apparatuses with zero disturbances are equivalent
notions, as ensured by the following theorem: Appara-
tus A(x) does not disturb observable B if and only if
(B) = 0 on any input state  . From the above, it
follows that apparatus A(x) measures observable A pre-
cisely and satises the repeatability hypothesis [1, p. 335],
if and only (A) = (A) = 0 on any input state  .
From now on, we consider the case where the object
S is a one-dimensional mass with position x^ and mo-
mentum p^x. Under the above general denitions, we can
rigorously formulate the Heisenberg uncertainty princi-
ple that any position measurement with noise  disturbs
the momentum at least h=2 by the relation
(x^)(p^x)  h2 : (8)
Von Neumann [1, p. 443] introduced the following in-
direct measurement model of an approximate position
measurement (see also Refs. [11,13,18]). The probe P is
also another one-dimensional mass with position y^ and
momentum p^y. The probe observable is taken to be po-
sition y^. The measuring interaction is given by
H^ = Kx^p^y: (9)
The coupling constant K is so large that the free Hamil-
tonians can be neglected. The time duration t of the
measuring interaction is chosen so that Kt = 1. Then,
the unitary operator of the time evolution of S+ P from







Solving the Heisenberg equations of motion, we have
x^(t+ t) = x^(t); (11a)
y^(t+ t) = y^(t) + x^(t); (11b)
p^x(t+ t) = p^x(t)− p^y(t); (11c)
p^y(t+ t) = p^y(t): (11d)
It follows that the noise operator and the disturbance
operator are given by
N(x^) = y^(t+ t)− x^(t) = y^(t); (12a)
D(p^x) = p^x(t+ t)− p^x(t) = −p^y(t): (12b)
Thus, the position-measurement noise and the momen-
tum disturbance are given by
(x^) = hy^(t)2i1/2; (13a)
(p^x) = hp^y(t)2i1/2: (13b)
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We denote by y^(t) and p^y(t) the standard deviations
(uncertainties) of the probe position and momentum at
the time of measurement, respectively. Then, we have
(x^) = f[y^(t)]2 + hy^(t)i2g1/2  y^(t); (14a)
(p^x) = f[p^y(t)]2 + hp^y(t)i2g1/2  p^y(t): (14b)
Thus, by the Robertson relation, we have
(x^)(p^x)  y^(t)p^y(t)  h2 : (15)
Therefore, we conclude that the von Neumann model
obeys the Heisenberg principle as a consequence of the
Robertson relation applied to the preparation of the
probe just before measurement. In particular, this model
represents a basic feature of the γ ray microscope such
that the trade-o between the noise and the distur-
bance arises from the fundamental physical limitation on
preparing the probe. It might be expected that such a
basic feature is shared by every model in a reasonable of
position measurements. However, the next model sug-
gests that it is not the case.
In what follows, we modify the measuring interaction
of the von Neumann model to construct a model that
breaks the Heisenberg principle. In this new model, the
object, the probe, and the probe observables are the same
systems and the same observable as the von Neumann






(2x^p^y − 2p^xy^ + x^p^x − y^p^y): (16)
The coupling constant K and the time duration t are







(2x^p^y − 2p^xy^ + x^p^x − y^p^y)
]
: (17)
Solving the Heisenberg equations of motion for t <

























































For  = t = 1=K, we have
x^(t+ t) = x^(t)− y^(t); (19a)
y^(t+ t) = x^(t); (19b)
p^x(t+ t) = −p^y(t); (19c)
p^y(t+ t) = p^x(t) + p^y(t): (19d)
It follows that the noise operator and the disturbance
operator are given by
N(x^) = y^(t+ t)− x^(t) = 0; (20a)
D(p^x) = p^x(t+ t)− p^x(t) = −p^y(t)− p^x(t): (20b)
Thus, the position-measurement noise and the momen-
tum disturbance are given by
(x^) = 0; (21a)
(p^x) = h[p^x(t) + p^y(t)]2i1/2
= [p^x(t)]2 + [p^y(t)]2 + [hp^x(t)i+ hp^y(t)i]2:
(21b)
Consequently, we have [19]
(x^)(p^x) = 0: (22)
Therefore, our model obviously contradicts the Heisen-
berg principle. In particular, if hp^2xi ! 0 and hp^2yi ! 0,
i.e.,  and  tends to the momentum eigenstate with
zero momentum, then we have even (p^x) ! 0 with
(x^) = 0. In this limit, the apparatus with probe prepa-
ration jp^y = 0i will be the precise position measuring
apparatus that does not disturb the object momentum
on input state jp^x = 0i; see Ref. [8,21] for detailed dis-
cussion on the quantum state reduction caused by the
above model.
Taking advantage of the above model, we can refute the
argument that the Heisenberg principle leads to a general
sensitivity limit, called the standard quantum limit, for
gravitational wave detection [12,8].
It has long been claimed that the Heisenberg principle
excludes \distractive" measurements and that the class
of repeatable measurements obey the Heisenberg princi-
ple [3]. Since there is no repeatable position measuring
apparatus [16], we should take the repeatability as the
approximate one. However, both of the above models are
approximately repeatable in any reasonable sense, and
hence the repeatability requirement does not ensure the
Heisenberg principle. In fact, if the probe initial state ap-
proaches, in both models, to the position eigenstate of the
origin, then both (x^) and (x^) approach to zero, so that
both models approach to the repeatable position measur-
ing apparatus. Nevertheless, the second model does not
satisfy the Heisenberg principle in any probe initial state
and any object input state. Thus, the repeatability does
not ensure the Heisenberg principle.
In their derivation of the Heisenberg principle for linear
measurements, Braginsky and Khalili [20, p. 65] claimed
that if the object input state is near a momentum eigen-
state, then the post-measurement position uncertainty,
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x^(t + t), will be equal to the noise, (x^). This claim
and the following derivation of the Heisenberg principle
might stem from a conceptual confusion, since our sec-
ond model shows that x^(t+ t)  1 and (x^)  0, so
that they can never be close.
Braginsky and Khalili [20, p. 66] claimed that all linear
measurements, measurements closely connected to linear
systems, obey the Heisenberg relation. However, our sec-
ond measuring interaction can be realized by linear sys-
tems as follows. The Hamiltonian of the second model,
(16), comprises simple linear couplings x^p^y and p^xy^ and
an extra term x^p^x − y^p^y, which might resist a simple
linear realization. However, the extra term can be elimi-





















Thus, the second measuring interaction, (17), is equiva-
lent to the consecutive linear couplings p^xy^ and x^p^y [21].
According to the above consecutive coupling model, the
object-probe coupling of the second model can be con-
sidered potentially realizable at least in the equivalent
linear optical setting with orthogonal quadrature com-
ponents, since the interaction corresponding to p^xy^, as
well as x^p^y, has been known as the backaction-evading
(BAE) measurement [22] and experimentally realized in
linear optics [23,24]. The detailed optical implementation
will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
Arthurs and Goodman [25] introduced the noise com-
mutation relation and considered the uncertainty relation
for approximate simultaneous measurements. Applying
the noise commutation relation to the joint measurement
of the position measurement using A(x) and the imme-
diately following momentum measurement, we can prove
the following theorem [17]: If both of the following rela-
tions
hN(x^)i = 0; (24)
hD(p^x)i = 0; (25)
are satisfied, then Eq. (8) holds. The above sucient
conditions are often called the unbiasedness. Although
it might be considered reasonable to require the unbi-
asedness of the noise, it cannot be reasonable to require
the unbiasedness of the momentum disturbance, unless
the position-measuring apparatus is so designed to be a
part of an apparatus for the joint position-momentum
measurements.
In [15], it was proved that any measuring apparatus
disturbs every observable not commuting with the mea-
sured observable. The model discussed above suggests
that the assertion cannot be strengthened to a quanti-
tative relation just expressed by the Heisenberg princi-
ple even with any reasonable restriction of the class of
approximate position measurements. This suggests that
the trade-o between noise and disturbance should be
represented by a more comprehensive formula that may
synthesize the principle of uncertainty and the principle
of complementarity. The problem of representing such a
relation will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
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